
The reported luminous flux is the
flux emitted by the light source with
a tolerance of ± 10% compared to
the indicated value. The W tot
column indicates the total wattage
absorbed by the system without
exceeding 10% of the indicated
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1418 poles to be sunk into the ground ø102-159

Steel pole ø 102-159. With die-cast aluminium inspection window
(186x45mm), complete with 2 protection fuse holders, 2 fuses, 16A, removable
4-pole terminal block. With hole for insertion of power supply cable. For the
version with base, 4 log bolts to be sunk into the ground, bolts and lids have to
be purchased.
NOTE. Before selecting the appropriate pole, make all necessary wind
pressure resistance tests, pursuant to the Standards or Legislative Decrees in
force in the countries where the pole will be mounted and based on the
assumed loads specified in Standard EN 40-3-1. An accurate and suitable
protection or insulation of the surfaces involved is recommended to avoid any
direct contact with the new masonry or concrete screed
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Montaggi
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Code Kg Colour Dimension Aboveground Underground

426771-00  70.00 GRAPHITE 0x0x0 ø0
426775-00  105.00 GRAPHITE 0x0x0 ø0
426774-00  135.00 GREY9007 0x0x0 ø0
426772-00  34.00 GREY9007 0x0x0 ø0
426770-00  30.00 GREY9007 0x0x0 ø0
426773-00  80.00 GRAPHITE 0x0x0 ø0

Accessories

- 223 cover - 528 union 60mm

Products

- 3315 Pordoi - with glass - 3302 Visconti 3 - 3304 Visconti 5 - 3305 Visconti 6 - Bike Trails

- 3318 Pordoi - 3308 Visconti 9 LED - wide
beam

- 3309 Visconti 10 LED - Bike
Trails

- 3307 Visconti 8 LED -
Amenities

- 3320 Pordoi 4 - LED - street
type - 3303 Visconti - 3310 Visconti 11 LED - 3321 Pordoi 5 - LED - Wide

beam
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The reported luminous flux is the
flux emitted by the light source with
a tolerance of ± 10% compared to
the indicated value. The W tot
column indicates the total wattage
absorbed by the system without
exceeding 10% of the indicated
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1418 poles to be sunk into the ground ø102-159

Products

- 3317 Pordoi


